FAKE recruitment advertisements/Job using Air India Letter Head/Logo

It has come to Notice that FAKE recruitment advertisements/Job Offers are being circulated by some unscrupulous and fraudulent persons by using the name, Letter Head and Logo of Air India Limited.

In this regard, all general public is hereby advised that whenever any recruitment exercise is carried out in Air India Limited, advertisements are issued in the Leading News Papers and/or hosted on Career Page of Official Website of Air India Limited, i.e. www.airindia.in

Further, Air India does not advise candidates to deposit any money in Bank Account in the name of Processing Fee or Refundable Security Deposit etc.

In case of any doubt, candidates may check the veracity of recruitment process for such posts from the Career Page of above Official Website of Air India Limited.

Air India Limited shall not in any way whatsoever be responsible or liable for any loss that may be occasioned to any member of the public on account of their dealings with such fraudulent persons.
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